Abstract-In this paper, we argue that for a C-class classification problem, C 2-class classifiers, each of which discriminating one class from the other classes and having a characteristic input feature subset, should in general outperform, or at least match the performance of, a C-class classifier with one single input feature subset. For each class, we select a desirable feature subset, which leads to the lowest classification error rate for this class using a classifier for a given feature subset search algorithm. To fairly compare all models, we propose a weight method for the class-dependent classifier, i.e., assigning a weight to each model's output before the comparison is carried out. The method's performance is evaluated on two artificial data sets and several real-world benchmark data sets, with the support vector machine (SVM) as the classifier, and with the RELIEF, class separability, and minimal-redundancy-maximal-relevancy (mRMR) as attribute importance measures. Our results indicate that the class-dependent feature subsets found by our approach can effectively remove irrelevant or redundant features, while maintaining or improving (sometimes substantially) the classification accuracy, in comparison with other feature selection methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
T ODAY data sets that we process are becoming increasingly larger, not only in terms of the number of patterns (instances), but also the dimension of features (attributes), which may degrade the efficiency of most learning algorithms, especially when there exist irrelevant or redundant features. Langley et al. [32] , [33] , [47] pointed out that the predictive accuracy of the learning algorithms are reduced in the presence of irrelevant features. Koller et al. [29] proved that the distribution of truly relevant features for the main task are blurred by irrelevant or redundant features [45] . Fu and Wang [17] showed that deleting those irrelevant features cannot only improve the classification accuracy, but also reduce the structural complexity of the radial basis function (RBF) neural network and facilitate rule extraction. All these reasons urge us to carry out data dimensionality reduction (DDR) [21] , [22] , [45] , [55] .
There are numerous techniques for DDR. Depending on whether the original features are transformed to new features, one may categorize these techniques into feature extraction or feature selection techniques, respectively. Depending on Manuscript received July 29, 2007 ; revised November 27, 2007 ; accepted December 16, 2007 . First published May 30, 2008 ; last published July 7, 2008 (projected) .
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Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TNN. 2008.2000395 whether a classifier is used to evaluate the performance of the new feature set, these DDR techniques can be categorized into wrapper or filter methods, respectively. Feature extraction methods, e.g., principal component analysis (PCA) [10] and linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [38] , [39] , [46] , transform the original set of features into a new set of features. Because the new features are different from the original features, it may be difficult to interpret the meaning of the new features. Feature selection [55] selects a desirable subset of the original features while maintaining or increasing acceptable classification accuracy. Feature selection eliminates unimportant features, e.g., redundant and irrelevant features, and obtains the best subset of features that discriminates well among classes. Thus how to decide which features are important so as to form the desirable feature subset is the main objective of feature selection.
In feature selection, one usually chooses the same feature subset for all classes in a given classification problem, which is called class-independent feature selection [17] , [27] , [46] , [49] , [50] . In contrast, one may also allow for a different feature subset for each class, which is called class-dependent feature selection [41] , [42] , since different features may have different capabilities in discriminating different classes. Class-independent feature selection commonly practiced can, therefore, be considered as a special case of the more general class-dependent feature selection.
Let us consider the following scenario. Suppose we have data on patient information, such as age, body weight, height, blood pressure, cholesterol, race, etc., and we need to use these data for diagnosing of three types of diseases, say A, B, and E. Suppose there are underlying scientific reasons (not yet unknown to the world) that 1) a patient has disease A if and only if the body weight of the patient is above a certain limit; 2) a patient has disease B if and only if the blood pressure of the patient is below a certain limit; 3) a patient has disease E if and only if the cholesterol is within a certain range; and 4) all the other patient attributes are irrelevant to this diagnostic task. For this four-class classification problem, with the four classes being disease A, disease B, disease E, and healthy (for the sake of simplicity, we assume that it is impossible to have more than one of these diseases simultaneously), one may train either one four-class classifier, or four two-class (binary) classifiers, each of which discriminates one class from the other three classes. Suppose an effective feature selection technique is used. The single four-class classifier approach should yield three input features, i.e., body weight, blood pressure, and cholesterol, whereas the approach with four two-class classifiers should yield body weight for the disease-A classifier, blood pressure for the disease-B classifier, cholesterol for the disease-E classifier, and body weight, blood pressure, and cholesterol for the healthy classifier. All the other input attributes are noise and should have been removed by the feature selection algorithm. We say that the four-class classifier has class-independent input features, whereas the approach with four two-class classifiers has class-dependent input features. In general, we have the following reasons to expect the approach with four two-class classifiers (using class-dependent feature subsets) to outperform the single four-class classifier (using class-independent feature subsets): If an input data represents a patient with disease A, the blood pressure and cholesterol part of the data will act as noise to the multiclass classifier, whereas if an input data represents a patient with disease B, the body weight and cholesterol part of the data will act as noise to the multiclass classifier. In contrast, there will be no noise for the approach with four two-class classifiers (we will later demonstrate this line of arguments with simulations).
There has been extensive research effort on class-independent feature selection (see, e.g., references listed in [17] ). For example, Kira et al. proposed RELIEF [27] to select the best set of features for all classes. They use the "nearest hit" and "nearest miss" (for more details see Section III) to calculate a weight for each feature and rank the features according to the weights which reflect features' relevance. The original RELIEF was limited to only two-class problems. Later in [30] , Kononenko extended RELIEF to RELIEF-F (or RELIEFF), which is able to deal with multiclass problems and incomplete data. Both Kira [27] and Kononenko [30] adopted the filter approach to selecting class-independent features and the goodness of the selected feature subsets depended on the choice of a relevance threshold. In [49] , Roberto proposed a filter approach to selection of attributes by projection (SOAP), which first evaluated the feature importance by counting the label changes of each attribute produced when crossing the projections of each example in each dimension, and then selected a number of features according to a threshold. This feature selection method is very fast but leads to rather low classification accuracy [23] , [49] . Siedlecki et al. [50] and Raymer et al. [46] proposed a wrapper approach to selecting class-independent feature subsets using the genetic algorithm (GA), where GA is used to find a binary vector (feature mask) and each bit represents the presence (1) or absence (0) of a feature. The feature subset was obtained according to the nearest-neighbor classifier. Fu and Wang [17] proposed a method of attribute importance ranking using a separability-correlation measure (SCM), which is the combination of a class separability measure (CSM) and an attribute-class correlation measure. According to the SCM, attribute subsets are selected based on the classification accuracy of an RBF classifier.
Class-independent feature selection neglects the possibility that different groups of features may have different power in distinguishing different classes. To look for any advantages that this possibility may bring about, one may attempt to use classdependent feature selection techniques, which select a different feature subset for each class. Baggentstoss [2] , [3] proposed to select class-specific features on the basis of the probability density function (pdf) projection theorem. Baggenstoss [2] , [3] also provided theoretical proof for this method and demonstrated applications on signal processing problems. Oh et al. proposed [41] , [42] a filter approach to selecting class-dependent features for handwriting digits. They used the estimated class distributions to calculate each feature's class separation for the ten digits (classes). Then, in terms of class separation, an ordered list of features was provided for each class and according to the ranking list each class obtained a feature vector with a predefined dimension 256. Although all the ten feature vectors have the same dimension, they have different feature compositions. In [18] , Fu and Wang used GA to select a feature subset for each class based on an RBF classifier. This is a wrapper approach to class-dependent feature selection, however, this approach made explicit use of the clustering property of the RBF neural network and therefore may not work for other types of classifiers, for example, the support vector machine (SVM) and the multilayer perceptron (MLP) neural network. Besides, class-dependent feature extraction methods were proposed. For example, Liu et al. [36] proposed to extract class-specific features through principle component analysis (PCA) from class-specific subspaces.
All the aforementioned feature selection and feature extraction methods can also be classified into filter approaches [27] , [30] , [36] , [41] , [42] , [49] and wrapper approaches [17] , [18] , [46] . Filter approaches select feature subsets independent of a classifier, whereas wrapper approaches select features using a classifier. Due to this difference, wrapper approaches tend to have better classification performance compared to filter approaches.
We structure the remainder of this paper as follows. In Section II, we propose our general wrapper approach to selecting class-dependent features that will work with any arbitrary classifier. In Section III, we present experimental results on two artificial data sets, four data sets from the University of California at Irvine (UCI) database [5] , and two data sets from the Library for Support Vector Machines (LIBSVM) data [9] , and compare the results of class-independent and class-dependent feature selection, class-independent and class-dependent feature extraction, all using the strategy of "one-against-all," together with class-dependent feature selection using the strategy of "one-against-one." In Section IV, we provide a summary and discussion.
II. GENERAL METHODOLOGY
Our general wrapper approach to selection of class-dependent features consists of the following three steps (Fig. 1) . In the first step, we convert a -class classification problem to twoclass classification problems, i.e., problem 1, problem 2, , and problem . The goal of problem is to correctly separate the original class from the other patterns, where . For problem , we divide all training patterns into two classes: class is the original class , and class consists of all the other training patterns.
The second step is to search for a desirable feature subset for each binary classification problem. In this paper, we will adopt a forward search as follows. We rank the attribute importance using a ranking measure, such as RELIEF weight measure [27] , CSM [15] , [17] , information-theoretic measure [34] , and the minimal-redundancy-maximal-relevancy (mRMR) measure [43] based on mutual information (MI). In this paper, we adopt the RELIEF weight measure, CSM, and the mRMR measure [43] to evaluate the importance of the features for each class (in each of the subproblems). We will briefly review these three feature ranking measures in the next section. We regard the attribute importance ranking thus obtained class-dependent attribute importance ranking.
After obtaining the attribute importance ranking of each class, we then choose a desirable feature subset for each class through a classifier, e.g., the support vector machine (SVM), for a given feature subset search algorithm. For each class, we use forward selection search (or bottom-up search) to form different attribute subsets [17] , that is, we start with the most important feature as the first feature subset, and then each time add one attribute into the previous subset in the order of importance ranking to form a new feature subset, until a stopping condition is satisfied, e.g., the validation accuracy starts to decrease or all the attributes in this class have been added. For high-dimensional data sets, it will be computationally expensive to incrementally form all feature subsets and evaluate them through a classifier. Therefore, we will first select certain number of features, e.g., the top 70 from 649 ranked features for the handwritten digits recognition (HDR)-multifeature (or HDR) data set from the LIBSVM data [9] , and then incrementally form different feature subsets. Inputting each feature subset into the classifier, we can obtain different classification accuracy for different feature subsets. Then we choose the attribute combination with the highest classification accuracy or lowest error rate as the desirable feature subset for a given feature subset search algorithm.
We use a feature mask to represent a feature subset, i.e., a "0" or "1" in a feature mask indicates the absence or presence of a particular feature, respectively. For example, if originally there are five features, i.e.,
, and the desirable feature subset turns out to be with the fourth and fifth features deleted, the feature mask will be . In the testing stage after training, we classify the input test pattern according to the classifier ( Fig. 2) with the maximum response. The classifier in Fig. 2 includes several models. When using those class-dependent feature subsets to train and test models, each model has an output, which provides the probability that each sample belongs to the current class in terms of the current class' feature subset [36] . If we use SVM in all models, we have the probability estimate [9] , [57] of each current class as the output of each model. According to Chang et al. [9] and Wu et al. [57] , in SVM models, each class has a probability estimate which indicates the probability the testing sample belongs to each class. A common way to generate an overall output from individual outputs of all models is to choose the maximum individual as the overall output of the class-dependent classifier, e.g., as Oh et al. [41] and Liu et al. [36] mentioned. However, Baggenstoss pointed out that it is not fair to directly compare outputs produced from different feature spaces [2] , [3] . Baggenstoss [2] proposed the pdf projection theorem and utilized it to project those class-specific features' pdfs back into the original space where a fair comparison is possible. In our paper, we propose a heuristic method, i.e., a weight measure, to deal with the problem of unfair comparisons on outputs from different feature spaces.
Suppose the output of the th model is denoted as , which is the probability that one sample belongs to the th class when using the th feature subset obtained by the th model to classify the sample between two classes, i.e., class A (the th class) and class B (all other classes except the th class). For models, we have outputs, i.e., , each representing the probability that the sample belongs to the current class, respectively. Instead of comparing the outputs obtained from different feature spaces, we assign a weight to each output and compare the weighted outputs, e.g., in Fig. 2 . These weights, i.e., in Fig. 2 , are obtained on the basis of a common feature space. That is, we first combine all class-dependent feature subsets together to form one union set, i.e.,
. Then we classify the sample using the union set as the feature subset with classes as target classes, together with a classifier, such as an SVM. The classifier produces outputs , each representing the probability that the sample belong to each of class, respectively. We assign these probabilities obtained from the common feature space to the corresponding for a fair comparison. Since class-dependent feature subsets vary with different training samples in the training process, those weights also vary with different leaning processes. Note that the weight model in Fig. 2 has outputs, i.e., probability estimates for all classes.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We will use two criteria to compare the performance of our approach to class-dependent feature selection with other feature selection and feature extraction methods, as well as those without feature selection or feature extraction. The two criteria are as follows.
• Dimensionality Reduction. By contrasting the number of original features, we can see how many features are selected. In our approach, we determine the number of selected features for each class in terms of the average number with the standard deviation in all simulations.
• Classification Accuracy. We expect that our approach should maintain or even improve on the accuracy, after removing redundant or irrelevant features that may degrade the classification accuracy.
A. Review of Three Feature Importance Ranking Measures Used in This Paper
1) RELIEF Weight Measure: RELIEF proposed by Kira and Rendell [27] is a filter approach to feature selection and has been shown to be very efficient in evaluating features importance. The evaluation measure to features is based on how well those features distinguish among instances that are close to each other. Here two notations are used to describe the two nearest neighbors of the given instance: nearest hit (nearest neighbor of the given instance from the same class) and nearest miss (nearest neighbor of the given instance from different classes). The original RELIEF algorithm is depicted as follows.
Step 1) Introduce a weight vector and initialize it to zero:
. is the number of features.
Step 2) Randomly select an instance from training instances and find its nearest hit and nearest miss .
Step 3) Calculate and update the weight of the th feature , .
is the th element of and is the th element of . Each feature's weight is updated by the differences (Euclidean distance) between the samples and the misses (miss differences) and between the samples and the hits (hit differences). The weight is increased if the miss differences are greater than the hit differences, which means that the feature is relevant.
Step 4) Repeat Steps 2) and 3) over all training instances.
In our approach to class-dependent feature selection, multiclass problems are already converted into multiple twoclass problems, and therefore we can use the original RE-LIEF algorithm [27] to rank the features. However, for class-independent feature selection method, it is a multiclass problem so that we will use the extended version RE-LIEFF [30] to rank the features importance. Each sample will have one hit and more than one miss, and the differences between the misses and the sample are weight-averaged. The weight adopted here is the a priori probability of the miss class.
After obtaining the weight of each feature, we rank the importance of the features according to the rationale: the larger the weights, the more important the features. 2) Class Separability Measure: The CSM [15] , [17] evaluates how well two classes are separated by a feature vector. The greater the distance is between different classes, the easier the classification task. Therefore, the feature subset that can maximize the distances between different classes may also maximize classification accuracy and is therefore considered more important. The th sample is represented as , where is the input data and is the class label of . Class separability consists of two elements, i.e., the distance between patterns within each class [17] (
and the distance between patterns among different classes [17] (
Here is the probability of the th class and is the number of samples in the th class.
is the th sample in the th class, is the mean vector of the th class, and is the mean vector of all samples in the data set. The ratio can be used to measure the separability of the classes [17] : the smaller the value, i.e., the smaller the distances within each class and the greater the distance among different classes, the better the separability. The importance of a feature may be evaluated by ratio calculated after the feature is removed from the data set, i.e.,
. The greater is, the more important the removed attribute is. For example, if removing attribute 1 from the data set leads to greater , compared with removing attribute 2, we may consider attribute 1 more important compared to attribute 2 for classifying the data set, and vice versa. Hence, we may evaluate the importance level of the attributes according to ratio [17] with an attribute deleted each time in turn.
3) The Minimal-Redundancy-Maximal-Relevancy Measure:
The mRMR feature selection method was proposed by Peng et al. [43] . It is based on the MI theory to select features in terms of their relevancy and redundancy. Let denote a feature set. According to the definition of MI in [12] , the MI value of two features and is denoted as , which describes statistical dependence between the two features. In the same manner, the MI value ( is one of classes) is used to denote the statistical dependency of the feature to the class . Peng et al. [43] used the incremental search strategy to sequentially select features with the maximal relevancy and minimal redundancy [see (3) ]. The sequence in which features are included corresponds to the ranking order of features. Suppose denote the feature subset consisting of top ranked features, the th ranked feature should be selected according to the following:
Although RELIEF cannot detect redundancy in features, RE-LIEF was often adopted due to its efficiency in computation [4] . The CSM is used to detect feature's relevancy in classification problems by many authors, e.g., Fu et al. [17] , even as a linear ranking measure. Compared with these two feature importance ranking measures, the mRMR measure may be more effective since it is a nonlinear method and it evaluates features in terms of both relevancy and redundancy.
B. Feature Extraction Method-Kernel Fisher Discriminant Analysis
We also adopt a class-dependent feature extraction method for comparison. Among those common feature extraction methods, e.g., PCA [10] , [36] , Fisher discriminant analysis (FDA) and its variant kernel FDA [37] , [39] , [40] , we choose kernel FDA (KFDA) in our experiment, since KFDA is a class-specific transformation and is hence expected to be superior in classification problems.
The KFDA was proposed by Mika et al. [39] . It first maps the original data into a feature space, and then conducts the FDA algorithm in the feature space to extract nonlinear discriminative features from the original data. According to [39] , the KFDA algorithm is described as maximizing the following objective:
Here is the between-class scatter matrix in the feature space (5) and is the within-class scatter matrix in the feature space (6) is the transformation function, which realizes the kernel trick. In this case, , , and . and are the same as previous descriptions in the CSM measure. is the total number of samples. Common kernel functions include Gaussian RBF, polynomials, and so on. In this paper, we adopt the Gaussian RBF kernel, which is denoted as and is a positive constant. In our experiment, we have .
C. One-Against-One Strategy for Class-Dependent Feature Selection
In our experiment, the "one-against-all" strategy [25] is used in previous class-dependent feature selection and feature extraction methods. The "one-against-one" strategy [16] , [25] , [44] can also be used to realize the class-dependent feature selection. The basic theory of "one-against-one" is to construct all possible two-class classifiers, i.e., classifiers for classes. Each classifier is trained on samples only from two classes. When testing, we count the vote of each class and adopt the Max Wins algorithm [16] to determine the final output. Due to space and time limitation, in our experiment, we combine this "one-against-one" strategy only with the mRMR ranking measure to select class-dependent features.
D. Data Sets
To demonstrate the scenario given in the Introduction, we generate two artificial data sets. Data set A has 750 samples with five classes and ten input features . is useful in discriminating only class with . The feature is relevant to all the classes, whereas , , , and are irrelevant to all the five classes. For example, is randomly generated with a mean of 1 that is distributed with a variance of for the class 1 and random values within with a great variance for other classes except the class 1. is randomly generated with a mean of three that is distributed with a variance of for the class 2 and random values within for other classes except the class 2. Similarly, with is randomly generated. is randomly generated with five different mean values for five classes and each mean is distributed with a variance of . with is randomly generated within with a great variance. Data set B has 1500 samples with ten classes and 20 features. Feature is useful in discriminating only class with . The feature 11 is relevant to all the classes, whereas all the left features from 12 to 20 are irrelevant to all the ten classes. All features are randomly generated in the same manner as the artificial data A. We apply our class-dependent feature selection method with the CSM and RELIEFF ranking measures, respectively, both using the "one-against-all" strategy on the two artificial data sets and three low-dimensional data sets from the UCI Machine Learning Repository [5] , i.e., Waveform, Segment, and Vehicle data sets. We apply class-dependent feature selection methods with the CSM and mRMR ranking measure, respectively, class-dependent feature extraction methods, all using the "one-against-all" strategy, and the class-dependent feature selection with the mRMR ranking measure using the "one-against-one" strategy (Table VII) on three high-dimensional data sets, i.e., the HDR data set from the UCI Machine Learning Repository [5] , the DNA and the Scene data from the LIBSVM data [9] . The data sets and their characteristics are summarized in Table I . Since the Waveform data set has two groups of data and the group used in our experiment includes 40 features, we use Waveform40 to denote it.
E. Results and Discussions
We train and test the two artificial data sets and three low-dimensional data sets, i.e., the Waveform40, Segment, and Vehicle data set, using tenfold cross validation, that is, we randomly divide each data set into ten subsets of equal size; each time we use nine subsets for training and the other one for testing. For the three high-dimensional data sets, we use a different training and testing method, i.e., randomly separating data into training and testing part. For example, for the HDR data set, we randomly select 1000 samples for training and 1000 for testing. For the DNA data set, we randomly select 2000 samples for training and 1186 for testing. For the Scene data set, we randomly select 1211 for training and 1196 for testing. The whole training and testing processes are repeated ten times.
In Table II , we present the numbers of times that each feature of the artificial data A and B is selected in the ten simulations, the average number of features selected, and the standard deviation for class-independent and class-dependent feature selection methods with CSM ranking measure and the "oneagainst-all" strategy. We can see that, for both the class-independent and class-dependent feature selection methods, irrelevant features 7-10 are always eliminated for artificial data A, and irrelevant features 12-20 are always eliminated for artificial data B. These results show that the two feature selection methods are very effective in deleting noises (irrelevant features). On the other hand, there are some differences between the results obtained from these two methods. For class-independent feature selection method, features 1, 3, 5, and 6 are selected in ten simulations and features 2 and 4 are selected in seven simulations for the artificial data A, while for class-dependent feature selection method, each class has its own specific feature subset. For example, classes 1, 2, and 5 have stable feature subsets , and , respectively, in ten simulations. The feature subsets for classes 3 and 4 have variations in ten simulations. The class-independent and class-dependent feature selection methods nearly produce the same difference on artificial data B as on artificial data A. When comparing the average number of features selected using the class-dependent feature selection method with that of the class-independent feature selection method, the class-dependent feature selection method select much fewer features than the class-independent feature selection method. For example, artificial data A has on average 5.5 features selected for class-independent feature selection method, while for class-dependent feature selection method, it has on average 1.8 features selected (see the last row of the Table II) . Artificial data B has on average 1.6 features selected for class-dependent feature selection method and 5.4 features selected for class-independent method. After considering the standard deviation, the conclusion is still the same.
For the three low-dimensional data sets from the UCI machine learning database, we respectively utilize the RELIEF and CSM to rank features for the class-independent and class-dependent methods using the "one-against-all" strategy. From the results in Table III , we can see that the Vehicle data set has few irrelevant or redundant features, whereas the Waveform40 and Segment data sets have many irrelevant or redundant features deleted by the class-independent and class-dependent methods. More importantly, our class-dependent feature selection leads to smaller feature subsets in comparison with class-independent feature selection, especially for the CSM measure. For example, the Waveform40 data set has on average 24 features selected for the class-independent method with the CSM measure, while for the class-dependent method, the average numbers of features selected for the three classes are 19. The Segment data set has on average 15 features selected by the class-independent method with the RELIEF measure, 19 features selected by the CSM measure, while on average ten features selected using the class-dependent method with the RELIEFF measure and 11 features using the CSM measure (see the last row of Table III) . Also rather different numbers of features are selected for the seven classes by the class-dependent method.
For the three high-dimensional data sets, we utilize the mRMR and CSM ranking measures, respectively. The relevant results are presented in Table VI . For the HDR data set, the class-independent feature selection method with the mRMR measure selects on average 48 features from 649 features, and the class-dependent method with the mRMR measure selects only 21 features averaged from all class-dependent features. In comparison, the CSM ranking measure has on average 65 features selected by the class-independent and 33 features selected by the class-dependent method. For the Scene and DNA data sets, the class-dependent feature selection with both TABLE II  TOTAL NUMBERS OF TIMES EACH FEATURE IS SELECTED IN TEN SIMULATIONS FOR ARTIFICIAL DATA A AND DATA B. FOR EXAMPLE, THE FIRST ROW  OF DATA SHOWS THAT IN THE TEN SIMULATIONS, THE CLASS-INDEPENDENT FEATURE SELECTION METHOD SELECTED THE FIRST FEATURE TEN TIMES,  THE SECOND FEATURE SEVEN TIMES, THE THIRD FEATURE TEN TIMES, THE FOURTH FEATURE ranking measures, i.e., the mRMR and CSM, selects fewer features than the class-independent feature selection method. When comparing the two ranking measures, we can see that the mRMR ranking measure shows advantages over the CSM ranking in terms of the average number of features selected. Based on the above results, we still cannot say the classdependent feature selection method outperforms the class-independent feature selection method. The key point we mostly care about is whether the classification accuracy will be increased more by the class-dependent feature selection method than by the class-independent method. We present the classification accuracy in Tables IV and VII , where the proposed general classifier is used for the class-dependent feature selection method and the normal SVM is used for the class-independent method. In Table IV , we can see that for the two artificial data sets both the class-independent and class-dependent feature selection methods have greatly increased the classification accuracy, and the class-dependent feature selection method has increased more than the class-independent feature selection method. The same thing happens for the Waveform40 data set. For the Segment and Vehicle data sets, although the increase on the accuracy is not so obvious as that for the two artifi- cial data sets, the class-dependent feature selection method produces better results than the class-independent feature selection method. Besides, in Table IV , we list the comparison between the results obtained from the proposed general classifier in Fig. 2 and those obtained from the classifier that has not introduced weights to each class-dependent model's output. The proposed general classifier in Fig. 2 consistently produces better results than the classifier without weights on each model's output. We also list some published results on numbers of selected features with class-independent feature selection methods SOAP [49] and RELIEFF [30] with threshold 0.05 and classification accuracies with the 1 nearest-neighbor (1NN) classifier (Table V) . Ruiz et al. [49] adopted the filter feature selection methods to select features; it had good performance for some data sets. For example, the Ionosphere data set originally had 34 features with an accuracy 86.78%. With the SOAP method, on average, 31.55 features were selected and the accuracy was 87.07%. With the RELIEFF method, on average, 30.88 features were selected with an accuracy 87.49%. However, the performance of those filter feature selection methods was not stable. For example, in the Vehicle data set, the SOAP method had six features selected from original 18 features with an accuracy 46 .5%, and the RELIEFF method had on average 5.81 features selected with an accuracy 61.28%. Although the number of features was greatly reduced, the classification accuracies were far less than the original accuracy 69.48% without feature selection [49] . In these cases, we believe our wrapper approach with class-dependent feature selection method is better compared to these filter methods, in terms of stable performance of maintaining or improving the classification accuracy.
In Table VII , we make the following comparisons about the classification results: between class-independent and class-dependent feature selection with the CSM and mRMR measures, respectively, using the "one-against-all" strategy; between the "one-against-all" strategy and the "one-against-one" strategy using class-dependent feature selection with the mRMR measure; between class-independent and class-dependent feature extraction using the "one-against-all" strategy; and between feature selection and feature extraction methods. The mRMR ranking measure tends to have better performance than the CSM ranking measure. The results obtained by the class-dependent feature selection using the "one-against-all" strategy are a little better than those obtained by the "one-against-one" strategy. Besides, the "one-against-one" strategy attempts to be computationally more expensive than the "one-against-all" strategy, especially when the number of classes is large. For feature extraction methods, we can see that the class-dependent feature extraction method produces better accuracies than the class-independent feature extraction method for all data sets except the DNA data. Also our proposed class-dependent feature selection method produces better accuracy than the class-dependent feature extraction method, especially for the Scene data with 8.79% increase in accuracy.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a general wrapper approach to class-dependent feature selection. In order to demonstrate the scenario mentioned in the Introduction, we generated two data sets A and B. The experimental results for the two artificial data show that our class-dependent feature selection method can select those specific feature subset for each class, i.e., class-dependent feature subsets, so that the number of noise features or redundant features can be greatly reduced and the classification accuracy is substantially increased. Also the experimental results for other six real data sets show that each feature may indeed have different classification capability in discriminating different classes, and our method has improved or at least maintained the classification accuracy, while reducing the number of features. Hence our general wrapper approach to class-dependent feature selection is very effective in deleting irrelevant or redundant features for different classes. The feature subsets that Oh et al. [41] obtained are not dependent on a classifier, but in accordance to a predefined dimension. Since the CENPARMI numerical database used in [41] is not publicly available, we did not make a direct comparison between our method and Oh's method [41] .
Compared with Baggenstoss' class-specific method [1] - [3] , our method has the following differences. First, in selecting the class-dependent feature subsets, we utilized the strategy of "one-against-all" to construct binary classification problems and select class-dependent features, whereas Baggenstoss proposed a "one-against-reference class" strategy, i.e., introducing a reference class [1] - [3] against each class to ensure dimension reduction, because the strategy of "one-against-all" for class-dependent feature selection lacks theoretical basis for dimensionality reduction [2] . Baggenstoss demonstrated an example in the area of signal processing about selecting the correlated Gaussian noise as the reference class [3] and presented mathematical descriptions on how to select the reference class [1] , [2] . Baggenstoss' "one-against-reference class" strategy provides theoretical basis for dimensionality reduction, however, some potential assumptions and constraints [1] are required to determine a reference class. By comparison, the "one-against-all" strategy is easy to be executed in practical applications. For example, both Oh et al. [41] and Liu et al. [36] adopted the "one-against-all" strategy in their class-specific methods. Second, in the process of designing our general class-dependent classifier, we propose to assign a weight on each model's output for a fair comparison among those class-dependent feature spaces. Here, each weight is the likelihood with which a sample belongs to each class when classifying the sample with a union set of various class-dependent feature subsets. Although this weight approach is a heuristic method, it produces good results in our experiments. As to Baggenstoss' class-specific classifier [2] , Baggenstoss proposed the pdf projection theorem, i.e., utilizing a J-function to project those class-specific features' pdfs back into the original data space to obtain a fair comparison. In this way, he also settled the curse of dimensionality for PDF estimation in the low-dimensional class-specific feature space. Although our class-dependent feature selection method has aforementioned differences from Baggenstoss' class-specific method, the proposed heuristic in our method is inspired from Baggenstoss' concept of fair comparison. How to effectively adopt Baggenstoss' pdf projection theorem in our method will be subject of future studies.
Feature selection is challenging because of the tradeoff between time complexity and optimality. The feature selection method proposed in our approach includes two major elements, i.e., class-dependency and wrappers, both of which need more time to seek desirable feature subsets, compared with classindependency and filters. We have shown that wrappers usually ensure higher classification accuracy than filters and classdependent methods can have more potential to reduce the dimensionality of features than class-independent methods [1] . In order to find the approximately optimal feature subset for each class, various feature ranking measures, wrappers together with various search strategies, e.g., exhaustive search, forward search, and backward search, can be adopted in the framework of our approach. In this paper, the RELIEFF, CSM, and mRMR ranking measures are adopted and partially compared. The more powerful the ranking measure is, the better the selected feature subset and the better the classification performance.
Because of the adoption of ranking measures, we recognize that the approach proposed in this paper is not a pure wrapper. It is a hybrid method between the filter and wrapper [35] . Since we have proposed a framework about a wrapper approach to class-dependent feature selection, we can use the pure wrapper approach in our experiment to replace the proposed hybrid method. Our focus here is on evaluating the advantages of class-dependent feature selection methods over class-independent feature selection methods. We also used a pure wrapper in our general frame work on the Waveform40 data set. The search strategy utilized in the pure wrapper approach is the forward selection search method [45] , [48] , which begins with an empty set and each time adds one feature until all features are added. At each step, the feature which most increases the performance of the learning machine is included. The pure wrapper approach to class-independent feature selection selected on average 12.2 features with standard deviation 2.2 (i.e., 12.2 2.2) from the original 40 features, and the corresponding classification accuracy is 84.41% 0.63%. The pure wrapper approach to class-dependent feature selection selected 7 0, 7 0, 8.3 0.6 features for three classes, respectively, with the classification accuracy 84.12% 0.98%. When comparing the numbers of features selected by the pure wrappers with those by the hybrid methods (see Table VI ), we can see that the pure wrapper both selected much fewer features than the two hybrid methods, whereas the classification accuracies produced by the pure wrapper approach are lower than those by the two corresponding hybrid methods, especially for the class-dependent feature selection (see Table IV ). This may be interpreted as removing more features leading to loss of important information. Moreover, even in the simple forward search strategy [45] , [48] , the pure wrapper approach is still computationally more expensive than the proposed hybrid method. In fact, Guyon et al. [20] and Legrand et al. [35] have emphasized that feature ranking based on filters is computationally efficient and statistically robust against overfitting. Therefore, in real applications, although feature ranking based on filters together with sequential forward search may yield suboptimal feature subsets, one may still choose the proposed hybrid techniques so as to take advantages of the filter and wrapper approaches [35] , [58] . At the same time, the SVM is chosen as the wrapper due to its good characteristics and originally being a binary classifier. There are other classifiers, e.g., the MLP and RBF, which can also be used in our framework.
Since our feature selection method requires determination of feature subsets of every class, it is likely to be more computationally expensive compared to other class-independent feature selection methods. However, the extra computational cost may be worthwhile in certain applications where improvements of accuracy or reduction of data dimensionality are very important and meaningful.
